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Editor's Conunent
In an effort to broaden interest in The Pater Newsletter, and
to make it an incitement to fresh thinking and writing as well as
a record of the best that has been thought and said, I plan to
start a new feature to be called "Counterpoise," which will pro"ide conunentary on scholarly issues related to late Victorian
cult".ural studies. The model is "The Round Table" feature in
Early American Literature (to which Linda Dowling directed me),
except that several brief statements, by writers of differing
perspectives and opinions, might take the place of a single
essay. The effect, over several issues of the PN , might be that
of sustained dialogue, or of the polyphony of a-Slightly discordant choir such as Pater himself surely would have heard from
time to time in Oxford.
I think that such a feature would inevitably extend the range
of the Newsletter beyond its initial and, to date, continuing
purpose (i.e., to report on current Pater scholarship), to
reflect controversial, complex interdisciplinary approaches to
our period and thus to provide a forum for a larger group of contributors and (subscribing) readers. This proposal has economic
as well as intellectual motives.
Acting on advice from several scholars, I suggest that the
first appearance of "Counterpoise," probably in PN #29, be
devoted to conunents, short or long, on issues raised by Richard
Dellamora's Masculine Desire: The Sexual Politics of Victorian
Aestheticism (University of North Carolina Press, 1990), a book
that, by now, has influenced in a variety of ways the thinking of
many students of late Victorian culture . While Pater figures
centrally in the book, conunentary might well range beyond a narrow focus to assess the influence of gender studies (especially
gay and lesbian studies) on other facets of Victorian scholarship.
If need be, discussion could continue for several issues
of the Newsletter. While extended statements would be welcome,
contributions to "Counterpoise" of under a thousand words would
probably be most appropriate . We will just have to see what
people send.
As the initial editor of the feature, I shall
reserve th e right to decide whether to publish any given contribution, primarily on the basis of length and cogency .
If you like the idea of "Counterpoise" and my suggestion of a
first topic, please send me a contribution at the Department of
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English, 230 Stansbury Hall, West Virginia University,
Morgantown, WV 26506 USA. If you have suggestions f o r a ~ ~ f
ferent format or procedure to encourage scholarly d i3cus E .~ ns i h
the pages of PN, or further topics that might be of i nte r e st,
send those along, as well. I welcome, finally, caVL"ts a n d
criticisms of this while proposal.
Indeed, any sug( s ti c ~ s to
stimulate reader participation in providing valuabl ~ conte n t f o _
the Newsletter are welcome. I believe that this pUb l i catio n mus t
develop to meet a broader range of scholarly needs wi t hin o u r
field of study. Let me hear from you!
Hayden Ward
Review
Carl Woodring, Nature into Art: Cultural Transformations in
Nineteenth-Century Britarn-(Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1989).
326 pages. $30.00.
I have read Carl Woodring's book twice--both times a borrowed
library copy. The first time, I respected it for its learning
and range. The second time, I resolved to buy a copy to have
this font of information and judgment within reach . It is a book
to stimulate the mind as it stands; it is a book to be tested
further.
His argument is clear. In 1801, painters, poets, and
scientists believed that the world outside of the individual provided a trustworthy, reliable guide to order amd understand human
affairs.
As scientists (even Arkwright and Watt) teased truth
out of nature, so did the poets . In Wordsworth's language, "To
the solid ground / Of Nature trusts the mind which builds for
aye . " By 1900, however, all changed; art becomes the sole means
to impose order. This complete paragraph is an epitome of the
book:
Darwin and Spencer, by removing all likelihood
that nature could serve as a model for human conduct,
made way for the ascension of art . (page 200)
Nakedly, that is the book's very interesting subject, but surely
Congressional committees or even the trustees at Columbia
University would consider it pie-in-the-sky.
Woodring's title suggests that he is writing a history of
nineteenth-century literature, painting, and scientific belief.
He knows the period; who else could cite a sonnet by Hartley
Coleridge to explicate an insight from Immanuel Kant? He defines
and explains terms like the sublime, the imagination, the supernatural, realism, Pre -Raphaelitism, Darwinism, and aestheticism.
My list is made of the words in his chapter titles. His whole
aim is to get not closure but clarity on the subject of
aestheticism. Woodring is strongest on the first thirty years of
the century and the last thirty. Except for his treatment of
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Darwin and Spencer, he passes, very quickly, through forty years
in the middle of the century. Woodring does not intend to be
unjust. He has to choose. To write a history requires an end,
and nineteenth-century history demanded that end of be glorious
and triumphant. Since he writes twentieth-century history,
Woodring's end is a vision of "people ... hunched over drawingboards, turning nature into art, trying to impose order on chaos"
(p. vii).
After Darwin no one dared presume causal relation, an
end or a purpose, but only chance. Woodring constructs a fiction, a plausible and interesting fiction, supported by his
astonishing range of evidence. Trust me, he says, and we do. We
will supplement and even argue. He has read so much and cited it
in so many apt and interesting ways that we have to believe him.
He comments that Darwin's Origin should be studied as an
example of romantic ~rony--a work freely floating between
extremes. His own book is another example.
Although he never
uses Wallace Stevens's term, Supreme Fiction, Woodring is constructing the fiction of the Aesthetics. He has seen the paintings in Liverpool, Manchester, London, and New York; he has read
the poets, philosophers, and novelists . He is very good on James
Hogg's Memoirs ... of a Justified Sinner and Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights. Every page has an insight into a book or painting
or scientific discovery.
If I want to quarrel, as I do on his
reading of William Morris' "Guenevere," then the quarrel is based
on clear material and careful exposition. His final pages recall
the burned museum at the end of Henry James's Spoils of Poynton
as Woodring's climactic vision. His closing sentence is, "Modernism would be found in the ashes of the movement reverently
incinerated in" Henry James's novel (page 265).
A museum is
either a mere collection of dust and bones or it records a
glorious past. Woodring's book either collects futile comments
on little read texts or it records a heroic human struggle . The
romantic ironist suspects we are at an end and at a beginning.
The unease of the book is the unease with time and the human
condition. We cannot connect the idea of the structuring artist
with the paragons of power. Or, to use current jargon, does the
artist in fact act out the hegemony? Morris' Guenevere talks not
to present truth (since there is none), but to keep her enemies
enchanted and at bay until the powerful Launcelot arrives to
verify not her truth, but his physical prowess. The idea of
Launcelot's power is in Woodring's notes, but not in his text,
where he says her guilt is "evident" (page 168). Launcelot's
physical power expands into bombs, holding companies, and nationstates, but when his power is amplified by the Birmingham Horse
Pistol that Carlyle thought gave mind the superiority, we suspect
that the horse pistol is more significant than Launcelot's mind
or Guenevere's enchanting talk. Did Guenevere's talk matter?
Does Woodring's? I am not asking Woodring a new question. He
lives with the knowledge, floating between the extremes of
bravery and despair.
Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats castigated Men of Power, the
Launcelots . The imagination when it moves from creating poems,
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plays, novels, paintings, operas, and dances into mundane affairs
creates either a terrible beauty or just a terrible historical
accident . Byronic heroes frighten when they command armies,
direct holding companies, or preside over parliamentary systems.
Woodring specifically notes literature "never justifies a
protagonist other than a poet or painter for seeking victory
through expansion of consciousness" (p . 89) . How are we going to
keep them down on the farm after they've seen Paree? Is this
history comic or tragic?
The book is, therefore, notable for quiet wit since wit is
the one defense left. I laughed aloud.
It is wit, naturally,
limited to a special audience. An engraving of Newstead Abbey
made in 1720 "stands in dull frontal nudity" (p. 46). Byron was
"not out to make better poetry than Milton, but to make better
sense" (p. 39). He notes the "staffage in Claude's painting" (p.
44), a description of the persons standing around in the Claudian
landscape. Darwin threatened "a half century of hermeneutic
study of Genesis and nature possessing nonelective affinity" (p.
191) . Thomas Huxley wanted to believe that an intelligence at
the moment of the Great Bang might have predicted British fauna
in 1869 (p . 185).
It would be indelicate and presumptuous to call the book a
summa theologica, but it clearly represents a life's work and a
life's cumulation of insight and judgment. He mentions his col leagues at Columbia University in his "Preface," but he sparely
cites them in his ample notes . He doesn't need to; he has
absorbed their ideas. Owning a copy means that I can summon
Woodring's mind, and that group of interesting minds at Columbia,
to my will.
And I will.
Richard Tobias
University of Pittsburg
Summaries of Conference Papers
"Harper's New Monthly Magazine: American Censorship and
European Decadents in the 1890s"
Pater's "Apollo in Picardy" first appeared in the American
family magazine Harper's New Monthly Magazine in November 1893,
by which time HNMM had an English edition. Intrigued to find
such fiction in this unlikely setting, I decided to look at the
periodical and its contemporaries.
I found that the same number
carried Arthur Symons' article, "The Decadent Movement in Literature." At first I thought that one explanation lay in the Editor
of the English edition, who had been Andrew Lang, but it
transpired that he had ceased holding that position in 1891. A
more convincing explanation lies in the economic pressure on HNMM
to sell more copies per number in Britain and Europe, and to take
on board some of the topicality of the new and cheaper mass
journals (such as McClure's and Munsey's Magazine) on the one
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hand and the little magazines on the other. Verlaine having
recently visited Britain, it is interesting to see him figuring
in both Symons' piece in HNMM, and more unlikely still, to see a
translation by John Gray of a poem by Verlaine in Munsey's . Both
of these journals prove anxious both to trail the element of
Decadence to attract new readers and to domesticate it to placate
their existing readership.
Illustrations do the latter job. Two
last points: Harper & Bros., perhaps most remembered for their
censorship of Hardy's fiction, have solicited this material, and
I reconsider their reputation for censorship. The other point
leaves us with a question . Symons includes Pater as one of the
decadent authors, an association which cannot have pleased his
mentor! This may be the explanation of the coldness between the
two men alleged by Evans and others. It is interesting to note
that Symons removed P~ter from his later versions of the article.
(Given in Santa Cruz, CA, August 1991, for a conference on
"Masterpieces in the Marketplace: Nineteenth-Century Publishing
and the Circulation of Books.")
Laurel Brake
CEMS, Birkbeck College
University of London
"Between Text and Image: The Literary Portrait"
This essay distinguishes literary portraiture from biography.
While biography assumes that a subject's life is totally
realizable as a text, portraiture marks the boundaries between
the life and its representation. Biography provides a narrative
of the whole life; portraiture, an image of a moment, or of
moments, in that life, and leaves the rest a mystery open to
speculation--as Pater does, for instance, in his portrait of
Florian Deleal, in "The Child in the House."
Literary portraiture is prosopopoeia that denies its own
figurativeness. However, unlike painted portraiture, verbal
portraiture lacks a theoretical tradition to define it as a
genre. This difficulty is evident when we try to distinguish
"portraiture" as an essential element in Pater's writings, both
fictional and non-fictional.
Pater uses the term "portrait" to
describe only his "imaginary" writings, but "portraiture" is the
technique, as well, of much of his non-fiction--for example, the
essay on Charles Lamb.
The later nineteenth-century became preoccupied with
portraiture, as photography increased in popularity.
Specifically, literary portraiture in the period requires that we
rethink the ways that criticism connects an author to his or her
work.
Literary portraiture may serve as an intermediary between
the heavily biographical interpretations of nineteenth-century
criticism and that body of late-twentieth-century criticism that
denies the relevance, even the existence, of an author as an element in interpretation.

--
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c1effrey Wallen
Hampshire College
(Paper presented at the Autobiography/Biography and Lifewriting
Division's MLA Session, "Victorian (Auto)Biography: Literary and
Visual Portraits," San Francisco, December 28, 1991. Summarized
by Hayden Ward.)
Dissertation-in-Progress
Continuing from recent studies in this area, my study
attempts to extend the place of Pater as historical thinker by:
1) situating him in the context of nineteenth-century European
historicism by reading him against such figures as Carlyle,
Michelet, Burckhardt, and Ranke, as well as others; 2) by showing
the extent to which he is wi lling to raise and wrestle with the
questions and complexities of historical inquiry; 3) by showing
how his "solutions" to these questions manifest themselves in his
thought; and 4) b y discussing these questions and solutions in
terms of this century's latest response to the historical question in the "new historicism."
Chris Coates
University of Florida
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